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Effect of thermal annealing and chemical treatments on secondary electron emission properties of atomic layer deposited MgO
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This study reports on the secondary electron emission (SEE) performance of atomic layer deposited MgO films, with thicknesses in the range from 5 to 25 nm, for the application in the Timed Photon Counter. In this novel, photodetector MgO is utilized as a material for the fabrication of ultrathin transmission dynodes (tynodes). Two different types of PECVD silicon oxide films are applied on top of MgO, in order to protect it against etching steps in the fabrication of tynodes and also as a prevention against aging. Applicability of these two materials as capping films is evaluated in terms of achieved secondary electron yield (SEY) of MgO after their removal. Emission of secondary electrons is known to depend on numerous physical and chemical properties of the material, such as surface roughness and chemical composition. On that account, morphological and structural properties of modified MgO are determined by atomic force microscope and x-ray photoelectron spectrometer and linked to the changes in SEE behavior. The authors demonstrate that the application of a suitable capping layer followed by its removal provides an SEY of 6.6, as opposed to the value of 4.8 recorded from the as-deposited MgO film. Furthermore, in a following experiment, they showed that annealing of MgO films at high temperatures (up to 1100 °C) significantly improved the secondary electron emission, elevating the SEY to 7.2. Published by the AVS.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Due to its wide bandgap (Eg ~ 7.8 eV), dielectric and refractory properties, as well as chemical and thermodynamic stability, MgO has been used in diverse applications, such as spintronics, where it proved to be a very efficient tunnel barrier in magnetic tunnel junctions.1 Recent work reports a high performance of this material for organic light emitting diode encapsulation.2 A notable role of MgO as a protective layer in plasma display panels (PDPs) is ascribed to its high refractive index.3 These two material properties are crucial in providing low firing voltages and long lifetime of AC PDPs, respectively. Moreover, the SEE mechanism of MgO has been studied to investigate its applicability for other vacuum electronic devices where electron multiplication is required,4 such as in compact imaging detectors based on microchannel plate photomultiplier tubes.5

MgO has been deposited by various physical methods: sputtering, electron beam evaporation, molecular beam epitaxy, and pulsed laser deposition, but also chemical processes including spray pyrolysis, chemical vapor deposition, and sol-gel processes. A detailed overview of procedures to prepare MgO films is given in Ref. 6. In addition, atomic layer deposition (ALD), a thin film coating method which offers a high control over thickness and a conformal growth, has also been explored. ALD of MgO has been demonstrated by using different precursors and in a large temperature range. Most commonly used are cyclopentadienyl based magnesium precursors such as Mg(Cp)2 and Mg(CpEt)2, with H2O as an oxygen source.7–9 Alternatively, β-diketonate complex of magnesium (Mg(thd)2) in combination with ozone (O3) or H2O2 can be employed.10

Here, we investigate the SEE properties of ALD MgO for application in the Timed Photon Counter (TiPC), a novel photodetector which utilizes a vertical stack of ultrathin membranes (tynodes) for electron multiplication in vacuum.11 Due to the significant reduction in size and weight of the device, as well as spatial and time resolution, TiPC will have a noteworthy role among existing photodetectors.12 Secondary electron yield (SEY) of MgO films prepared by various techniques is reported to be in the range from 2 to 22,13,14 whereas ALD MgO exhibits the maximum SEY of 6.9.5 This is, to our knowledge, the only available study on the electron-induced SEE from ALD MgO. ALD is
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chosen as the most convenient method for the growth of pinhole-free and conformal films of tynodes with thicknesses down to only 5 nm. The fabrication method and results on SEE of ALD MgO tynodes have already been reported in our previous study. There we demonstrated that the surface composition of the investigated film changes throughout the deposition and etching steps required for the release of tynodes, which implies an alteration in SEE behavior compared to the as-deposited layer. Namely, electron emission is greatly affected by film properties such as roughness, stoichiometry, density, and conductivity. Additionally, it depends on the energy band structure, mainly bandgap energy and electron affinity, in view of which, a low or, preferably, negative electron affinity is a desired surface condition for enhanced SEE.

In order to determine how the applied micromachining reflects on the SEE, the final steps in the fabrication of the tynodes are replicated on ALD MgO films deposited on an Si substrate, after which their reflective SEE is evaluated. Clearly, this approach only indicates if the transmission SEE (TSEE) of the tynodes is improved or reduced but does not directly provide a quantification of TSEE. Two different films, silicon oxides based on silane and tetraethoxysilane (TEOS), were used as capping layers for ALD MgO which is prone to water chemisorption when exposed to air. Moreover, this top film protects MgO from dissolving during unavoidable cleaning procedures in the MEMS processing. Next, the etching of the capping layer is performed in HF vapor to mimic the final tynode release step. Apart from the deposition and subsequent removal of the protection layer, MgO films are subjected to thermal treatments in the temperature range from 700 to 1100 °C. In addition to results on the SEE, the chemical and morphological characterization of MgO films is presented and brought into relation with their SEE properties.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Preparation of MgO films

The MgO films are deposited on 525 ± 15 μm thick Si [100] substrates. Bis(cyclopentadienyl)magnesium (Mg(Cp)2) and H2O are used as reactants for synthesizing MgO films in a hot wall ALD reactor at 200 °C and pressure of 1.0 Torr. Each ALD cycle consists of 3 s Mg(Cp)2 exposure, 15 s N2 purge, 1 s H2O exposure, and 15 s N2 purge. Films of three different thicknesses (5, 15, and 25 nm) are prepared in processes with a growth rate of 0.1 nm/cycle. Storage of wafers under vacuum conditions, as a measure to prevent aging of material, started 5–7 days after the film growth (due to shipping from a deposition site to the location for further analysis). Unless stated otherwise, longer exposure of films to air is avoided prior to the following postprocessing and/or characterization.

The first step in a set of experiments was measurement of SEE of as-deposited films (experiment 1; Fig. 1). Next, two silicon oxide PECVD layers are employed for the encapsulation of MgO:SiOx based on silane and tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS), both deposited in a multichamber Concept One system (Novellus Inc.), at conditions listed in Table I. These layers are chosen because of their easy removal in HF vapor, which, at the same time, maintains high selectivity toward MgO. In experiment 2, SEE of the MgO film is quantified after the top film is removed in HF vapor by applying etching times of 10 and 40 min for silane and TEOS-based layers, respectively. The overetch (time interval in which MgO film is exposed to HF vapor) was not longer than 2–3 min in either case.

After this step, MgO films are subjected to an annealing step in a furnace under N2 ambient at 700, 900, or 1100 °C (experiment 3). Samples are heated up from a starting point of 600 °C, with the rate of 10 °C/min, and annealed at a set temperature for 2 h. After cooling down to 600 °C, samples are unloaded from the furnace. In addition to experiments 1–3, the effect of thermal annealing alone on the properties of MgO films is investigated in experiment 4, under the same
conditions applied in experiment 3. This series of steps is illustrated in Fig. 1, with indicated points at which SEE analysis is performed.

B. Characterization methods

X-ray photoelectron spectrometer (XPS) (K-Alpha by Thermo Scientific) is employed for the composition analysis of the MgO films. Apart from detection of binding energies on the surface, in-depth profiling by means of argon-ion-sputtering has been performed as well. Wide scans were acquired using 200 eV analyser pass energy and a 1 eV step. High resolution spectra of the Mg 2p, Mg 1s, O 1s, C 1s, and F 1s regions were recorded using 50 eV pass energy and 0.1 eV steps. Information on surface roughness is obtained from NTEGRA Aura by NT-MDT atomic force microscope (AFM). Scanning over 1 × 1 μm² large area is performed in a tapping mode by using a silicon tip with a radius 10 nm, height 14–16 μm, and Au-coated reflective side.

The SEE analysis of prepared films is performed with a special setup within a scanning electron microscope (SEM). Employed microscope (NovaNanoLab 650 Dual Beam, FEI) is provided with a continuous electron beam and operates at a vacuum level of 10⁻⁵–10⁻⁶ mbar. The setup consists of a copper sample holder, in which the specimen is clamped, and a Teflon mounting block for electrical insulation of the holder and stage. The sample holder is connected via a feedthrough to a Keithley 2450 sourcemeter, which can apply a bias between −200 and +200 V, while simultaneously measuring the current. During the measurement of SEE, the sample is biased at −50 V, which ensures the repulsion of all secondary electrons extracted from the sample surface. Apart from the true secondary electrons (E < 50 eV), the backscattered electrons (E > 50 eV) contribute to the measured current too. SEY is recorded for the primary electrons with energies from 0.2 to 2 keV, and actual landing energy is corrected by subtracting the sample bias. Two currents are monitored in the experiment: the one through sample (I_{sample}) and the other through primary beam current (I_{PE}). The latter is measured with a Faraday cup placed inside the sample holder and varies from 20 to 160 pA depending on the chosen electron energy. Formula for SEY is then given by \( \text{SEY} = 1 - \frac{I_{\text{sample}}}{I_{\text{PE}}} \). Due to its insulating nature, MgO tends to charge-up under irradiation of an electron beam. Namely, near the film surface, a positively charged region is formed after the escape of secondary electrons, which affects the secondary electron measurement.\(^1\)\(^7\) In order to avoid charge-up and reduce the electron dose per surface unit, we operated SEM in a scan mode with a horizontal-field width of 2.56 mm. To identify charge-up effects, we chose 20 s-long scans at each energy of the primary beam since the effect is evident after measuring the current change throughout this time frame.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Chemical composition

MgO films subjected to XPS analysis were stored under ambient conditions for about 8 weeks after the deposition and/or conducted treatments. First, we will evaluate the effect of HF vapor on the surface composition, after which the XPS data collected from the annealed MgO films will follow. Mg 2p spectra of a 5 nm thick MgO film which was encapsulated by silane-based oxide and subsequently released in HF vapor is presented in Fig. 2(a). The signal can be resolved into a major component from MgO at 50.0 eV and a peak at 51.4 eV, which indicates the formation of a fluorine compound during the overetch time in HF vapor. Similar XPS profile is given in a report on MgO microspheres,\(^1\)\(^8\) where the binding of fluorine and magnesium

![Fig. 2. XPS analysis of a 5 nm thick MgO film after encapsulation by silane-based oxide and its removal by HF vapor: (a) fitted Mg 2p spectra on the surface, (b) in-depth atomic content calculated after the etching of film by ion-sputtering, and (c) O 1s spectra on the surface.](image-url)
atoms is verified by an Mg 2p component at 51.7 eV. Prominent F 1s signal in our study is present not only on the film surface but also in the bulk, as shown in Fig. 2(b).

The XPS analysis of as-deposited and thermally treated MgO films at 700 and 900 °C showed that O 1s peak consists of two components [Figs. 2(c) and 3(a)–3(c)]. A major one occurs in the range from 531.1 to 532.3 eV and is attributed to atoms of oxygen bonded to magnesium. The peak at higher binding energies (533.1–533.7 eV) originates from adsorbed hydroxyl groups, indicating that these samples were “aged” at the moment of XPS investigation. Different studies showed that a satellite peak in O 1s signal arises already 1–2 h after the deposition of the MgO film. Growth of the interfacial layer caused by annealing at 1100 °C can also be surmised from the change of the film color. Initially, the color of MgO could not be distinguished from the polished Si substrate, whereas the annealing produced a blue-shaded surface.

From the in-depth survey of relevant peaks, the atomic content in the same set of MgO films is calculated and plotted in Fig. 5. A rise of oxygen concentration in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) suggests oxidation of Si substrate at 1100 °C eliminated the Mg(OH) signal [Fig. 3(d)] and produced a nonhygroscopic surface. Survey of Si 2p spectra in the bulk of the latter film [Fig. 4(d)] revealed the additional signal at 103.3 eV which demonstrates the oxidation of Si substrate, similar to the results from MgO films subjected to a rapid thermal annealing. Growth of the interfacial layer caused by annealing at 1100 °C can also be surmised from the change of the film color. Initially, the color of MgO could not be distinguished from the polished Si substrate, whereas the annealing produced a blue-shaded surface.

From the in-depth survey of relevant peaks, the atomic content in the same set of MgO films is calculated and plotted in Fig. 5. A rise of oxygen concentration in Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) suggests oxidation of Si substrate at

![Fig. 3. Fitted O 1s peak recorded on the surface of 25 nm MgO thick films: (a) as-deposited; annealed at (b) 700 °C, (c) 900 °C, and (d) 1100 °C.](image)

![Fig. 4. Fitted in-depth Si 2p signal recorded for 25 nm MgO thick films on Si substrate: (a) as-deposited; annealed at (b) 700 °C, (c) 900 °C, and (d) 1100 °C. All peaks are recorded at the same etch level (285 s after the ion-sputtering started).](image)
annealing temperatures of 700 and 900 °C. Apart from the high carbon contamination level on the surface (15–20 at. %), an amount of 5 at. % of carbon is present in the bulk, most likely due to incomplete reaction with H₂O which leaves some of the ligands on the surface. In this case, longer H₂O exposure times or a higher deposition temperature would reduce the carbon content. Alternatively, the carbon may result from a thermal decomposition of the Mg(Cp)₂ precursor employed for the ALD of MgO, in which event suggested countermeasures are a lower deposition temperature or shorter Mg(Cp)₂ exposure times. Due to the above-mentioned oxidation of Si substrate and increase in the thickness of the film annealed at 1100 °C, a stronger Si signal is present near the surface and its rise is delayed in comparison with other samples. XPS data recorded for films treated with HF vapor prior to thermal annealing (experiment 2) show that fluorine content was eliminated by exposure to high temperatures (results not presented here).

B. Surface morphology

The AFM measurements of as-deposited 25 nm thick MgO films reveal a smooth and uniform surface. Root mean square (RMS) roughness extracted from the area shown in Fig. 6(a) is only 0.37 nm. Due to a long exposure to atmospheric conditions (1–2 months), this sample already had Mg(OH)₂ and MgCO₃ formed on the surface but that does not seem to affect its smoothness. Deposition of a capping layer followed by its removal in HF vapor did not change the surface roughness (AFM image of this film is not included here and can be found in Ref. 15).

Next, the surface morphology is investigated for MgO samples that underwent thermal treatment. The surface roughness of MgO films annealed at 700 °C is similar to the one for as-deposited films with a value of 0.56 nm [Fig. 6(b)], whereas the annealing temperature of 900 °C increased the RMS to 1.30 nm. The sample treated at 1100 °C exhibits a drastically changed surface morphology with an RMS of 9.15 nm and a grain size of 45 nm.

The effect of annealing at 700 °C on the surface morphology of the HF-treated MgO film is presented in Fig. 6(e). Extracted RMS of 0.49 nm is similar to the as-deposited film subjected to annealing under the same conditions but with more than two times smaller grains. Data on RMS and grain size are summarized in Table II. For a better insight into the surface features, height profiles of films characterized by AFM are presented in Fig. 7. Plotted data are recorded over the center of 1 × 1 μm² large scanned areas from Fig. 6 in the x-direction.

C. Secondary electron emission

1. Experiment 1: As-deposited and “aged” films

A set of 5, 15, and 25 nm thick MgO films prepared by ALD is subjected to the SEE measurements by using the
sample-biasing method. Samples were kept for up to 2 days in ambient conditions prior to this investigation. SEY strongly depends, among other properties, on the thickness of the material. It is demonstrated that the 5 and 15 nm thick MgO films exhibit a maximum SEY of 3.3 and 4, respectively, whereas the highest value of 4.8 is recorded for the 25 nm thick layer (Fig. 8). As expected, the energy of primary electrons at which the SEY peak occurs (E_{PE, max}) shifts toward higher values as the thickness increases (E_{PE, max})

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MgO film</th>
<th>RMS (nm)</th>
<th>Grain size (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As-deposited</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing at 700 °C</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing at 900 °C</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annealing at 1100 °C</td>
<td>9.15</td>
<td>45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 min HF vapor + annealing at 700 °C</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. AFM images of 25 nm thick MgO films: (a) as-deposited; and annealed at (b) 700 °C, (c) 900 °C, (d) 1100 °C; (e) HF vapor-treated and annealed at 700 °C. Surface investigation was performed 1–2 months after the deposition and/or thermal treatment. Samples were kept in the CR 100 environment prior to AFM analysis.

Fig. 7. Height profile of MgO films over the center (y = 0.5 μm) of scanned area from Fig. 6, in the x-direction. (a) As-deposited; annealed at (b) 700 °C, (c) 900 °C, and (d) 1100 °C; (e) HF vapor-treated and annealed at 700 °C.
of 350, 500, and 600 eV correspond to the 5, 15, and 25 nm thickness, respectively). Further improvement of the SEE performance by increasing the thickness is expected up to a point when it reaches the maximum escape depth. This quantity is a material property, which strongly depends on the film preparation, but the value of 41 nm reported in another study is indeed higher than the thicknesses investigated here. However, due to the charging up, the method we employed is not suitable for the SEE measurements of thicker films, as a consequence of a continuous electron beam used in our SEM. Another study on ALD MgO films prepared in identical manner reveals similar effect of the thickness on SEE behavior but with slightly higher values than this work (5 nm thick MgO displays SEY of around 5). This divergence proves a strong dependence of SEY results on the measurement method.

A 25 nm thick MgO layer is remeasured approximately two months after the first SEE examination, after being stored under ambient conditions. As shown in Fig. 8, the maximum SEY of the “aged” film dropped to around 3.3, possibly due to the chemisorption of water and CO2 from the air.

2. Experiment 2: Chemical treatments

The two types of oxides are coated on top of as-deposited MgO films and removed after 2 month long storage by using HF vapor (experiment 2 in Fig. 1). SEE performances of 25 nm MgO films after these treatments are shown in Fig. 9. In addition, we present a result from a film exposed only to HF vapor for 10 min without the preceding capping step. All performed surface modifications increased the SEY compared to the as-deposited layer, in the range from 5.6 to 6.6. The surface morphology of HF-treated MgO has not significantly changed in comparison to the as-deposited film.

Since the only verified difference in chemical composition is the presence of fluorine peak [Figs. 2(a) and 2(b)], the improvement of SEY is attributed to this factor.

Etching time of the as-deposited MgO in HF vapor seems not to affect the SEE, and the same result is obtained after 5 and 10 min long cycle (only one curve is plotted in Fig. 9). Results obtained from films with a thickness of 15 nm display the same trend: deposition and removal of the capping layer provide higher SEY than HF vapor etching solely. Furthermore, the TEOS-based oxide proved to be a better choice for the capping of MgO. The reason behind this is not clear to this date, but one of the influencing factors may be a soak time of the wafer at the temperature of 350 °C, prior to the PECVD of TEOS-based oxide. This 2 min long step, involving the gas-purging, is introduced in the chamber of the system to reduce defects in the growing film. In our case, it probably removes the contamination from the MgO film, producing a “cleaner” surface after the removal of PECVD material. Finally, these results show that the encapsulation provides SEY two times greater than a film stored in air for the same amount of time (remeasured MgO film in Fig. 8).

3. Experiments 3 and 4: Thermal annealing

The SEE behavior of MgO films with different thicknesses after annealing at 700 °C is presented in Fig. 10. For a better visual guidance, results from the as-deposited films are included in the same graph. Improvement of the SEY is confirmed for all films, with the highest yield of 6.4 recorded for 25 nm thick MgO. Next, the set of samples presented in Fig. 9 was subjected to the thermal treatment at 700 °C. The outcome, as illustrated in Fig. 11, is almost identical curves of all three films that have been exposed to HF vapor. These samples exhibit somewhat lower SEY of around 5.8, as compared to 6.4 obtained after annealing of the as-deposited sample. XPS data of these films (not included here) show the absence of the fluorine signal. Most likely, these films sustained a different modification in morphology due to the initial presence of the fluorine compound on the surface, as
shown in Figs. 6(b) and 6(e). Emission of secondary electrons is less efficient from the equally rough surface with smaller grains, with the SEY of 5.8 and 6.4 for the grain size of 6.2 and 13.8 nm, respectively. Opposite trend is reported by Vaz,24 where diamond surfaces with a (several orders of magnitude) reduced grain size exhibited higher SEY. Therefore, a further analysis on the chemical composition of HF vapor-treated and annealed MgO films is required to interpret this result.

Impact of annealing at higher temperatures (900 and 1100 °C) on the SEE performance of 25 nm thick MgO films is shown in Fig. 12. The maximum yield of 7.25 is measured from the film annealed at 900 °C, which is the highest SEY value in this study. However, a deviation in the tail of this curve is an evidence of a charge-up occurring in the film during the measurement. This is probably the side effect of initialized growth of interfacial silicon-suboxides [as suggested by the increase of O 1s signal in Fig. 5(c)] which increased the thickness of investigated film and hindered the electron supply from Si substrate to the electron-emitting surface. The effect of thickness of the MgO film on its SEE properties is discussed in the study by Lee et al.25 Charge-up is even more severe for the sample annealed at 1100 °C, for which the abrupt increase of thickness is demonstrated by both the presence of SiOx peak [Fig. 4(d)] and a higher oxygen content at the surface [Fig. 5(d)]. Therefore, the SEYs of films annealed at 900 and 1100 °C could not be accurately established and are expected to differ from the values plotted in Fig. 12.

Comparison of SEY of as-deposited MgO to films annealed at 700 and 900 °C only in terms of morphology parameters suggests the increase of SEY with the grain size. This result is not in line with reports by Dzhanoev et al.26 and Burton et al.27 where the presence of larger grains on the flat surface and increased roughness induced the degradation of SEE. However, to attribute SEY increase to grain size increase alone would be a misleading conclusion because of the varying composition of materials investigated in this work.

**IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS**

MgO films grown on silicon by ALD, with thicknesses in the range from 5 to 25 nm, have been subjected to different chemical and temperature treatments to improve the SEE performance, for their application in the Timed Photon Counter. A study on the morphology and chemical composition of various MgO films is carried out in order to relate the measured SEE to material properties. First, MgO films underwent treatments which mimic the final steps in the fabrication of ultrathin membranes (tynodes) for electron multiplication. As a protection against processing steps in the release of the tynodes, we applied two types of PECVD materials as encapsulation layers, silane and TEOS-based oxide, which are then removed by HF vapor etching. After the release,
MgO, now with a modified surface, is analyzed in terms of SEE by using a sample-biasing method inside the SEM. Increased SEY of the treated MgO, compared to as-deposited films, is demonstrated. TEOS-based oxide turned out to be a more beneficial capping film, providing the elevation of the maximum SEY from 4.8 to 6.6 for 25 nm thick films. This phenomenon is not completely clear and may originate from the top layer with a fluorine content. In that case, the compound formed on the surface has a higher SEY than pure MgO. Moreover, storage of MgO films with a capping layer on top proved to prevent the deterioration of SEY exhibited by MgO films kept in air without encapsulation. In addition, we performed annealing of MgO at high temperatures and validated that this also improved the SEE performance. In this set of samples, the highest SEY of 7.25 was recorded after annealing of 25 nm thick MgO at 900 °C. AFM scanning revealed a drastic change of surface morphology after the annealing steps, whereas XPS data suggest the formation of SiOx interfacial films. As future work, an examination of how surface and composition modifications affect the SEE of thin MgO films.
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